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An algorithm is given for multiplying two n x n Boolean matrices. It has time complexity 0(n3/(log
n log,n bits of auxiliary storage.
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Research
on fast methods
for multiplying
two
n x n Boolean matrices has followed two directions. On the one hand, there are the asymptotically fast methods
derived from algorithms
to
multiply matrices with integer entries. On the other
hand, it has been of interest to devise algorithms
which, while inferior in the asymptotic
sense, are
simple enough to be advantageously
implemented.
This paper addresses the latter class of algorithms.
The first such algorithm (apart from the classical
straightforward
0(n3) algorithm) was given in [3]
and is known, at least in Western literature, as the
Four Russians’ algorithm. It requires 0(n3/log
n)
time and auxiliary
storage of 0(n3/log
n) bits;
simple modifications
can reduce the amount
of
auxiliary storage to O(n’). More recent work on
the problem has focussed on reducing the amount
of auxiliary storage [5] and on exploiting properties of the arrays to be multiplied [4,6].
The purpose of this paper is to point out that a
rather simple and known technique can be used to
derive a Boolean matrix multiplication
algorithm
which has a lower time complexity
and requires
less auxiliary
storage than the Four Russians’
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method. This technique was originally proposed to
compute matrix products over the field of integers
modulo two [2. Problem 6.161 and has been employed to reduce the complexity of Boolean implementations
of asymptotically
fast matrix multiplication algorithms [l].
The essential idea is to partition
each of the
n x n matrix factors into (n/k)’
k x k square
submatrices,
calculate the product by block matrix
multiplication
using ( n/k)3
multiplications
and
(n/k)’
additions of k x k matrices, and do these
matrix
multiplications
and additions
by table
look-up. Specifically the algorithm is as follows.

Algorithm

Multiply

(A, B : n x n input Boolean
trix product A x B);

matrices;

Choose

block size k;

a suitable

submatrix

for every k x k matrix

C: the ma-

P and every k X k matrix

e
Product[ P, Q] := P x Q;
SMP,
Ql :=P+Q
endfor;
Partition
each of A and
submatrices
A,, and B,,
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B into (n/k)’
and build the

k X k
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by:

for every pair (i, j) with 1 Q i, j Q n/k
ci, := 0;
for every r with 1 < r < n/k
C,j:= Sum[C,,, Product[A,,,
B,,]]
endfor;
endfor;

The two arrays Product and Sum are slightly
unusual in having subscripts which are themselves
square Boolean arrays. However, since arrays are
generally stored as vectors (row major or column
major storage) it is not difficult
to interpret
a
Boolean array as an integer row subscript or column subscript into the arrays Product and Sum.
An implementation
in a high-level language might
adopt the policy of encoding every k x k submatrix of A and B as an integer and representing
Product and Sum as integer arrays with integer
subscripts.
Proposition. The algorithm requires 2k24k2 bits of
auxiliary storage and has time complexity
O(k34k
+ (n/k)‘).
Proof. Each of the tables Product and Sum has
2k2 rows and 2k2 columns, and so has 4k2 entries
each of which is a k X k Boolean matrix. Thus,
Product and Sum occupy a total of 2k24kz bits of
storage. To build the table Product requires 4kZ
k x k Boolean matrix products
to be calculated.
The time required for this is O(k34kz). Similarly,
the construction
of Sum requires O(k24kz) time.
The final part of the algorithm accesses the tables
Product and Sum (n/k))
times and each access
requires constant
time. The other execution
time
costs (such as the matrix initializations
Cij := 0,
and the placing of each C,j in the correct position
in the output array) are all 0(n2).
•I

The choice of the parameter k offers a trade-off
between
time and space complexity.
Taking
k
= Jlog,
results in an auxiliary
space requirement of 2n log, n = n log, n bits. For this choice
of k, the time complexity of the algorithm is easily
seen to be
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where ck = J8 = 2.828.. . , and c,., is the (implementation-dependent)
constant
representing
the
time required to perform an access of the form
Sum[ X, Product[ Y, Z]]. The value ck can be reduced by taking k to be larger. For example, k
= /log,
yields c/, = 1 and still results in the
modest space requirement
of 2n’ log, n bits of
auxiliary storage.
This technique
can obviously
be applied
to
other small algebras apart from the (0, l} Boolean
algebra, as in the case described
in [2, Problem
6.161. For example, if the entries of the matrices to
be multiplied
are integers in Z, for some small
modulus m, we could construct the multiplication
and addition
tables for k x k matrices over Z,;
taking k = ,/m
these would occupy just
2mZk2k2 = n log,,, n integer locations
of storage
(or n log2 n bits of storage). Once these tables are
available, the n x n matrix product can be found
in n3/k3 = 2.828n3(log,
n)‘.’ table accesses of the
type Sum[ X, Product[ Y, Z]].
Also in this case, a trade-off between the space
and the (multiplicative
constant in the) time complexity is implied from the choice of parameter k.
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